Great disturbance, chaos, riots occurring.

Adj. half

Adj. passer-by

N.f. small pieces of glass

to go or pass swiftly

Prolongation of time, passage of time.

to startle

N.f. ability, power

to indicate, to give clue of

Here: to seem

N.m. decorum, good disposition or display, skill

Here: in regular order or way proper order, symmetry

To put to use, to make use of

In no time, in a very short time, in the twinkling of an eye.

N.f. whispering

N.f. an expression for the sound of shots of guns

They got upset, they became out of their wits

Pride or vanity will be abated, now they will realize their worth to be suffocated

Proverb: a man can do only what lies within his power or range

Idiomatic expression facial expression

Adj. serious, grave, critical

Adv. under discussion

Sigh of relief

N.m. side

To constantly shift from side to side - expresses restlessness

N.m. punishment, agony, anguish, torture

To get something under control, overpower
page 79. cont.

anyhow, somehow
adj. awkward, absurd, meaningless, unreasonable
n.m. step brother
adj. real (brother, etc.)

n.f. Here: definition or term
Habaal (Abel)
Habaal (Cain)
in pre-historic age
n.f. (pl.) tales, stories, narratives
nf. story, tale

during father's lifetime
adj. escapist
adj. simple, plain

adj. bitter, penetrating

page 81.

it was revealed or disclosed to him
n.m. country, region, province
day, days which passed

to crowd or surround
Here: in the sense of making one's way while pushing back crowd with help of hands
days which are surrounding
n.f. dim, misty or feeble memory or recollection

adj. very tall, of good height

bro'd and round

n.f. frame of body, trunk
n.m. crest or tassel of turban
n.m. circumference
to walk taking long steps

n.m. fear, risk, suspicion, reflection

page 82.

Here: an expression for a young person of a noble family (a sophisticated, refined, future, the days to follow honorific)
n.f. haste, hurry
to survey

adj. Here: ugly, faded
adj. dim

page 83.

adj. Here: shabby, broken, in bad condition, distressed
n.f. company
here: leave, free time, leisure

Here: taking breath without making sound. stopping breath

n.m. style, way

to be about to weep
n.f. sleeplessness
h.f. grip, control, hold
intoxicated, overfilled, overwhelmed
completely wet
adj. pious, chaste, pure, noble
with, together with
n.f. passage of time, turning round of days
to be finished, to be vanished
n.m. memory, mind
n.m. cluster, bevy

quite a long distance

here: to take shelter, refuge
Here: to stay, to sit, to stretch out
n.f. affability
to give shelter

page 84.
to bear or face grief
who clung to the land (who refused to leave their homes)
to part, to separate
n.f. grave
n.m. sadness, gloom, grief
n.m. Mashrourd
to spend life (survive)
those who were met again
in what strange surprising way s
n.f. encounter, sudden meeting
an expletive